Automotive Aftermarket - Global Strategic Business Report

Description: This report analyzes the worldwide markets for Automotive Aftermarket in US$ Million by the following Product Segments: Mechanical Products, Electrical Products, Electronic Products, Exterior and Structural Products, Motor Oil, Fluids and Additives, and Appearance Chemicals.

The report provides separate comprehensive analytics for the US, Canada, Japan, Europe, Asia-Pacific, Middle East & Africa, and Latin America. Annual estimates and forecasts are provided for the period 2015 through 2022. Also, a six-year historic analysis is provided for these markets. Market data and analytics are derived from primary and secondary research.

Company profiles are primarily based on public domain information including company URLs. The report profiles 393 companies including many key and niche players such as -

- Autoliv, Inc.
- 3M Company
- ACDElco
- Akebono Brake Corporation
- American Axle & Manufacturing, Inc.
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Table 103: Spanish Historic Review for Automotive Aftermarket by Category
Mechanical Products; Electrical Products; Electronic Products; Exterior & Structural Products; Motor Oil, Fluids & Additives; and Appearance Chemicals Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Sales Figures in US$ Million for Years 2009 through 2014 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

Table 104: Spanish 14-Year Perspective for Automotive Aftermarket by Category
Percentage Breakdown of Dollar Sales for Mechanical Products; Electrical Products; Electronic Products; Exterior & Structural Products; Motor Oil, Fluids & Additives; and Appearance Chemicals Markets for Years 2009, 2016 & 2022 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
4f. RUSSIA
A. Market Analysis
Current and Future Analysis
Market Overview
Table 105: Russian Vehicles in Operation: Number of Vehicles in Operation (in Millions) for Years 2009 through 2014 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

B. Market Analytics
Table 106: Russian Recent Past, Current & Future Analysis for Automotive Aftermarket by Category
Mechanical Products; Electrical Products; Electronic Products; Exterior & Structural Products; Motor Oil, Fluids & Additives; and Appearance Chemicals Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Sales Figures in US$ Million for Years 2015 through 2022 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 107: Russian Historic Review for Automotive Aftermarket by Category
Mechanical Products; Electrical Products; Electronic Products; Exterior & Structural Products; Motor Oil, Fluids & Additives; and Appearance Chemicals Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Sales Figures in US$ Million for Years 2009 through 2014 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 108: Russian 14-Year Perspective for Automotive Aftermarket by Category
Percentage Breakdown of Dollar Sales for Mechanical Products; Electrical Products; Electronic Products; Exterior & Structural Products; Motor Oil, Fluids & Additives; and Appearance Chemicals Markets for Years 2009, 2016 & 2022 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

4g. REST OF EUROPE
A. Market Analysis
Current and Future Analysis
Overview of Select Markets
Bulgaria: An Overview
The Age Factor
The Demand Factor
Czech Republic: Automotive Aftermarket Overview
Poland
Table 109: Polish Vehicles in Operation: Number of Vehicles in Operation (in Millions) for Years 2009 through 2014 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Switzerland
Market Snapshots
Ukraine
Growing Number of Cars on the Road
End-User Dynamics
Slovak Republic
A. Growth Area for Aftermarket Parts
Strategic Corporate Development
Autoliv, Inc. (Sweden)
A. Key Player
B. Market Analytics
Table 110: Rest of European Recent Past, Current & Future Analysis for Automotive Aftermarket by Category
Mechanical Products; Electrical Products; Electronic Products; Exterior & Structural Products; Motor Oil, Fluids & Additives; and Appearance Chemicals Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Sales Figures in US$ Million for Years 2015 through 2022 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 111: Rest of European Historic Review for Automotive Aftermarket by Category
Mechanical Products; Electrical Products; Electronic Products; Exterior & Structural Products; Motor Oil, Fluids & Additives; and Appearance Chemicals Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Sales Figures in US$ Million for Years 2009 through 2014 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 112: Rest of European 14-Year Perspective for Automotive Aftermarket by Category
Percentage Breakdown of Dollar Sales for Mechanical Products; Electrical Products; Electronic Products; Exterior & Structural Products; Motor Oil, Fluids & Additives; and Appearance Chemicals Markets for Years 2009, 2016 & 2022 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

5. ASIA-PACIFIC
A. Market Analysis
Current and Future Analysis
Asia-Pacific Automotive Aftermarket: An Overview
Premium Automotive Lubricants Promise Much Potential in Asia
Surge In China and India Auto Business Ignites Lubricant Demand
B. Market Analytics
Table 113: Asia-Pacific Recent Past, Current & Future Analysis for Automotive Aftermarket by Geographic
5a. Australia

A. Market Analysis

Current and Future Analysis

Overview of the Australian Automotive Aftermarket

Table 119: Australian Vehicles in Operation: Number of Vehicles in Operation (in Millions) for Years 2009 through 2014 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

Automotive Aftermarket

An Insight

Table 120: Automotive Aftermarket in Australia (2015): Percentage Share Breakdown of Dollar Sales by Distribution Channel (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

Strategic Corporate Development

B. Market Analytics

Table 121: Australian Recent Past, Current & Future Analysis for Automotive Aftermarket by Category

Mechanical Products; Electrical Products; Electronic Products; Exterior & Structural Products; Motor Oil, Fluids & Additives; and Appearance Chemicals Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Sales Figures in US$ Million for Years 2015 through 2022 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

Table 122: Australian Historic Review for Automotive Aftermarket by Category

Mechanical Products; Electrical Products; Electronic Products; Exterior & Structural Products; Motor Oil, Fluids & Additives; and Appearance Chemicals Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Sales Figures in US$ Million for Years 2009 through 2014 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

Table 123: Australian 14-Year Perspective for Automotive Aftermarket by Category

Percentage Breakdown of Dollar Sales for Mechanical Products; Electrical Products; Electronic Products; Exterior & Structural Products; Motor Oil, Fluids & Additives; and Appearance Chemicals Markets for Years 2009, 2016 & 2022 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

5b. China

A. Market Analysis

Current and Future Analysis

Chinese Vehicles in Operation Increasing

Table 124: Chinese Vehicles in Operation: Number of Vehicles in Operation (in Millions) for Years 2009 through 2014 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

China Still A Major Market for Aftermarket Products

Table 125: Chinese Automotive Aftermarket (2015): Percentage Share Breakdown of Leading Players (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

Table 126: Automotive Electrical Product Aftermarket in China (2015): Percentage Share Breakdown of Value Sales by Product Segment (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

Table 127: Automotive Brake Parts & Assemblies Aftermarket in China (2015): Percentage Share Breakdown of Value Sales by Product Segment (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

Distribution Dynamics

Manufacturer- Authorized 4S Shops

Chain or Franchise Stores
Independents
Export Scenario
Strategic Corporate Developments
Asimco Technologies Limited
A Key Player
B. Market Analytics
Table 128: Chinese Recent Past, Current & Future Analysis for Automotive Aftermarket by Category
Mechanical Products; Electrical Products; Electronic Products; Exterior & Structural Products; Motor Oil, Fluids & Additives; and Appearance Chemicals Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Sales Figures in US$ Million for Years 2015 through 2022 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 129: Chinese Historic Review for Automotive Aftermarket by Category
Mechanical Products; Electrical Products; Electronic Products; Exterior & Structural Products; Motor Oil, Fluids & Additives; and Appearance Chemicals Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Sales Figures in US$ Million for Years 2009 through 2014 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 130: Chinese 14-Year Perspective for Automotive Aftermarket by Category
Percentage Breakdown of Dollar Sales for Mechanical Products; Electrical Products; Electronic Products; Exterior & Structural Products; Motor Oil, Fluids & Additives; and Appearance Chemicals Markets for Years 2009, 2016 & 2022 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

5c. INDIA
A. Market Analysis
Current and Future Analysis
Dynamics of the Indian Automotive Aftermarket
Table 131: Indian Vehicles in Operation: Number of Vehicles in Operation (in Millions) for Years 2009 through 2014 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Counterfeit Parts Eat into Players’ Profits
Distribution Structure
B. Market Analytics
Table 132: Indian Recent Past, Current & Future Analysis for Automotive Aftermarket by Category
Mechanical Products; Electrical Products; Electronic Products; Exterior & Structural Products; Motor Oil, Fluids & Additives; and Appearance Chemicals Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Sales Figures in US$ Million for Years 2015 through 2022 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 133: Indian Historic Review for Automotive Aftermarket by Category
Mechanical Products; Electrical Products; Electronic Products; Exterior & Structural Products; Motor Oil, Fluids & Additives; and Appearance Chemicals Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Sales Figures in US$ Million for Years 2009 through 2014 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 134: Indian 14-Year Perspective for Automotive Aftermarket by Category
Percentage Breakdown of Dollar Sales for Mechanical Products; Electrical Products; Electronic Products; Exterior & Structural Products; Motor Oil, Fluids & Additives; and Appearance Chemicals Markets for Years 2009, 2016 & 2022 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

5d. REST OF ASIA-PACIFIC
A. Market Analysis
Current and Future Analysis
Table 135: Malaysian Vehicles in Operation: Number of Vehicles in Operation (in Millions) for Years 2009 through 2014 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 136: South Korean Vehicles in Operation: Number of Vehicles in Operation (in Millions) for Years 2009 through 2014 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 137: Thai Vehicles in Operation: Number of Vehicles in Operation (in Millions) for Years 2009 through 2014 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Indonesia
An Overview
Table 138: Indonesian Vehicles in Operation: Number of Vehicles in Operation (in Millions) for Years 2009 through 2014 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Strategic Corporate Development
Select Players
B. Market Analytics
Table 139: Rest of Asia-Pacific Recent Past, Current & Future Analysis for Automotive Aftermarket by Category
Mechanical Products; Electrical Products; Electronic Products; Exterior & Structural Products; Motor Oil, Fluids & Additives; and Appearance Chemicals Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Sales Figures in US$ Million for Years 2015 through 2022 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 140: Rest of Asia-Pacific Historic Review for Automotive Aftermarket by Category
Mechanical Products; Electrical Products; Electronic Products; Exterior & Structural Products; Motor Oil, Fluids & Additives; and Appearance Chemicals Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Sales Figures in US$ Million for Years 2009 through 2014 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 141: Rest of Asia-Pacific 14-Year Perspective for Automotive Aftermarket by Category
Percentage Breakdown of Dollar Sales for Mechanical Products; Electrical Products; Electronic Products; Exterior & Structural Products; Motor Oil, Fluids & Additives; and Appearance Chemicals Markets for Years 2009, 2016 & 2022 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

6. THE MIDDLE EAST & AFRICA
A. Market Analysis
Current and Future Analysis
Saudi Arabia
Japanese Models Dominate Auto Market
Automobiles Drive Demand for Auto Parts
Absence of Custom Tariffs Encourages Counterfeit Parts & Components
US Strategy for the Saudi Market
B. Market Analytics
Table 142: Middle East & Africa Recent Past, Current & Future Analysis for Automotive Aftermarket by Category
Mechanical Products; Electrical Products; Electronic Products; Exterior & Structural Products; Motor Oil, Fluids & Additives; and Appearance Chemicals Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Sales Figures in US$ Million for Years 2015 through 2022 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 143: Middle East & Africa Historic Review for Automotive Aftermarket by Category
Mechanical Products; Electrical Products; Electronic Products; Exterior & Structural Products; Motor Oil, Fluids & Additives; and Appearance Chemicals Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Sales Figures in US$ Million for Years 2009 through 2014 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 144: Middle East & Africa 14-Year Perspective for Automotive Aftermarket by Category
Percentage Breakdown of Dollar Sales for Mechanical Products; Electrical Products; Electronic Products; Exterior & Structural Products; Motor Oil, Fluids & Additives; and Appearance Chemicals Markets for Years 2009, 2016 & 2022 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

7. LATIN AMERICA
A. Market Analysis
Current and Future Analysis
B. Market Analytics
Table 145: Latin American Recent Past, Current & Future Analysis for Automotive Aftermarket by Geographic Region
Brazil, Mexico and Rest of Latin American Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Sales Figures in US$ Million for Years 2015 through 2022 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 146: Latin American Historic Review for Automotive Aftermarket by Geographic Region
Brazil, Mexico and Rest of Latin American Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Sales Figures in US$ Million for Years 2009 through 2014 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 147: Latin American 14-Year Perspective for Automotive Aftermarket by Geographic Region
Percentage Breakdown of Dollar Sales for Brazil, Mexico and Rest of Latin American Markets for Years 2009, 2016 & 2022 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 148: Latin American Recent Past, Current & Future Analysis for Automotive Aftermarket by Category
Mechanical Products; Electrical Products; Electronic Products; Exterior & Structural Products; Motor Oil, Fluids & Additives; and Appearance Chemicals Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Sales Figures in US$ Million for Years 2015 through 2022 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 149: Latin American Historic Review for Automotive Aftermarket by Category
Mechanical Products; Electrical Products; Electronic Products; Exterior & Structural Products; Motor Oil, Fluids & Additives; and Appearance Chemicals Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Sales Figures in US$ Million for Years 2009 through 2014 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 150: Latin American 14-Year Perspective for Automotive Aftermarket by Category
Percentage Breakdown of Dollar Sales for Mechanical Products; Electrical Products; Electronic Products; Exterior & Structural Products; Motor Oil, Fluids & Additives; and Appearance Chemicals Markets for Years 2009, 2016 & 2022 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

7a. BRAZIL
A. Market Analysis
Current and Future Analysis
Table 151: Brazilian Vehicles in Operation: Number of Vehicles in Operation (in Millions) for Years 2009 through 2014 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Brazilian Automotive Parts and Components Industry
An Overview
Automobile Parts and Components Manufactured in Brazil
B. Market Analytics
Table 152: Brazilian Recent Past, Current & Future Analysis for Automotive Aftermarket by Category
Mechanical Products; Electrical Products; Electronic Products; Exterior & Structural Products; Motor Oil, Fluids & Additives; and Appearance Chemicals Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Sales Figures in US$ Million for Years 2015 through 2022 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 153: Brazilian Historic Review for Automotive Aftermarket by Category
Mechanical Products; Electrical Products; Electronic Products; Exterior & Structural Products; Motor Oil, Fluids & Additives; and Appearance Chemicals Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Sales Figures in US$ Million for Years 2009 through 2014 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 154: Brazilian 14-Year Perspective for Automotive Aftermarket by Category
Percentage Breakdown of Dollar Sales for Mechanical Products; Electrical Products; Electronic Products; Exterior & Structural Products; Motor Oil, Fluids & Additives; and Appearance Chemicals Markets for Years 2009, 2016 & 2022 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

7b. MEXICO
A. Market Analysis
Current and Future Analysis
Mexican Automotive Aftermarket Overview
Table 155: Mexican Vehicles in Operation: Number of Vehicles in Operation (in Millions) for Years 2009 through 2014 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Strategic Corporate Development
Grupo Kuo, S.A.B. De C.V.
A Key Player
B. Market Analytics
Table 156: Mexican Recent Past, Current & Future Analysis for Automotive Aftermarket by Category
Mechanical Products; Electrical Products; Electronic Products; Exterior & Structural Products; Motor Oil, Fluids & Additives; and Appearance Chemicals Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Sales Figures in US$ Million for Years 2015 through 2022 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 157: Mexican Historic Review for Automotive Aftermarket by Category
Mechanical Products; Electrical Products; Electronic Products; Exterior & Structural Products; Motor Oil, Fluids & Additives; and Appearance Chemicals Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Sales Figures in US$ Million for Years 2009 through 2014 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 158: Mexican 14-Year Perspective for Automotive Aftermarket by Category
Percentage Breakdown of Dollar Sales for Mechanical Products; Electrical Products; Electronic Products; Exterior & Structural Products; Motor Oil, Fluids & Additives; and Appearance Chemicals Markets for Years 2009, 2016 & 2022 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

7c. REST OF LATIN AMERICA
A. Market Analysis
Current and Future Analysis
Argentine Automotive Parts and Components Industry
An Overview
Table 159: Argentinean Vehicles in Operation: Number of Vehicles in Operation (in Millions) for Years 2009 through 2014 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
B. Market Analytics
Table 160: Rest of Latin American Recent Past, Current & Future Analysis for Automotive Aftermarket by Category
Mechanical Products; Electrical Products; Electronic Products; Exterior & Structural Products; Motor Oil, Fluids & Additives; and Appearance Chemicals Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Sales Figures in US$ Million for Years 2015 through 2022 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 161: Rest of Latin American Historic Review for Automotive Aftermarket by Category
Mechanical Products; Electrical Products; Electronic Products; Exterior & Structural Products; Motor Oil, Fluids & Additives; and Appearance Chemicals Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Sales Figures in US$ Million for Years 2009 through 2014 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 162: Rest of Latin American 14-Year Perspective for Automotive Aftermarket by Category
Percentage Breakdown of Dollar Sales for Mechanical Products; Electrical Products; Electronic Products; Exterior & Structural Products; Motor Oil, Fluids & Additives; and Appearance Chemicals Markets for Years 2009, 2016 & 2022 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

IV. COMPETITIVE LANDSCAPE
Total Companies Profiled: 393 (including Divisions/Subsidiaries 437)

- The United States (177)
- Canada (13)
- Japan (43)
- Europe (89)

- France (8)
- Germany (31)
- The United Kingdom (15)
- Italy (8)
- Spain (2)
- Rest of Europe (25)

- Asia-Pacific (Excluding Japan) (102)
- Middle East (5)
- Latin America (8)
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